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1. Introduction
Since the early seventies, several classifications of Bantu languages have been proposed.
Two branches have been identified in some of these classifications: Eastern and Western Bantu.
The homogeneity of the languages of the Eastern branch has been confirmed, while the situation
appears more complex with Western languages. Indeed, Bastin, Coupez and Mann (1999) have
highlighted the complexity of the North-Western area which includes languages belonging to zones A
and B.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the North-Western area through the study of zones A, B
and H languages spoken in Gabon in order to better understand the historical relationships between
these Bantu languages. We propose classifications involving news techniques borrowed from biology
(i.e. the phylogenetic method), like a network-building method, Neighbor-Net, in order to examine the
historical relationships among these Bantu languages.
First, we will present the major classifications proposed for Bantu languages, especially for the
North-Western zone. Then, we will present our first classification based on basic vocabulary.
Finally, we will discuss a second classification based on specialized lexicon of plant names. We will
then point out the similarities and differences between these two classifications.

2. Linguistic situation of Gabon
Gabon is a country situated in Equatorial Africa, bordering the Atlantic Ocean, between
the Republic of the Congo and Equatorial Guinea. Gabon is a multilingual country with more than
50 Bantu languages and one non-Bantu language (Baka, an Ubangian language), spoken by 1,291,000
speakers (according to Lewis’ estimation (2009), http://www.ethnologue.com/). Many of these
Gabonese languages are in danger of extinction: in fact, more than half are spoken by fewer than 1000
speakers (Hombert, 2009).
< 10 speakers
Batsi,
Irimba,
Yongwe

< 100 speakers
Gevia,
Ivili, Kaka, Kande,
Metombolo,
Mwesa,
Ngubi,
Tumbidi

< 1000 speakers
Apinji, Baka,
Bakaningi, Bongwe,
Koya, Latsitsege,
Ndambomo, Ndasa,
Seki, Shamayi,
Shiwa,
Sigu, Simba,
Tsengi, Vungu

< 10 000 speakers
Duma, Kele,
Bakwele, Benga,
Tsogo, Vove, Gisir,
Kota, Lumbu,
Mahongwe,
Mbahouin, Ndumu,
Shaker, Ngom,
Varama, Vili,
Wanzi

> 10 000 speakers
Fang,
Myene,
Nzebi,
Mbaama,
Punu,
Sangu, Teke

Table 1: Speakers population in Gabon (Hombert, 2009)
The languages spoken belong to 11 groups (A30, A70, A80, B10, B20, B30, B40, B50, B60, B70
and H10) and they are located in three geo-linguistic zones A, B and H (Guthrie 1948; 1967-71).
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Figure 1: Approximate location of the linguistic groups spoken in Gabon

3. Previous classifications of Bantu languages (NW, Gabon)
3.1. Referential classifications
Since the early 20th century, many studies have been conducted on Bantu languages and their
classifications: Guthrie (1948, 1967-1971), Henrici (1973), Bastin et al. (1999), Heine, Hoff, and
Vossen (1977), Holden (2002), Nurse and Philippson (2003), Holden and Gray (2006), Rexová, Bastin
and Frynta (2006), Maho (2002, 2003, 2009). Depending on the methods used different types of
classification of Bantu languages have been proposed. We will present in this section the results of
some of these classifications related to the Bantu languages spoken in Gabon.
The first type of classification we can mention is the one established by Guthrie (1948, 19671971), called referential because of the coding system used to subgroup Bantu languages. He proposed
a classification based on geographical and typological criteria. The Bantu area was divided into 15
zones (coded with letters: A, B, C, etc.). Each zone contained a maximum of nine groups, (coded with
digits in tens: A10, A20, A30, etc.). And each group is composed of a maximum of 9 languages
(coded with a second digit from 1 to 9: A11, A12, A13). Although Guthrie’s classification has been
criticized, it is still widely used in the literature on Bantu languages. Maho (2002, 2003, 2009)
has proposed several updates of Guthrie’s classification.
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Groups
A30
A70

A80
B10

B20

Codes
A34
A75
A75a
A75b
A75c
A75d
A75e
A75f
A83
A85b
B11a
B11b
B11c
B11d
B11e
B11f
B21
B22a
B22b
B22d
B22e
B23
B24
B25
B251
B252
B201
B202
B203

Languages
Benga
Fang
Fang-Ntumu
Fang-Okak
Fang-Mekaa
Fang-Atsi
Fang-Nzaman
Fang-Mvai
Shiwa
Bekwil
Mpongwe
Orungu
Galwa
Adjumba
Nkomi
Enenga
Seki
Kele
Ngom
Tombidi
Mwesa
Mbangwe
Wumvu
Kota
Shake
Mahongwe
Ndasa
Sigu
Shamaye

Groups
B20
B30

B40

B50

B60

B70
H10

Codes
B204
B205
B31
B32
B301
B302
B304
B305
B41
B42
B43
B44
B401
B402
B403
B404
B51
B52
B53
B501
B502
B503
B62
B63
B601
B602
B71a
B701
H12a

Languages
Ndambomo
Metombolo
Tsogo
Kande
Eviya
Himba
Apindji
Gepove
Shira
Sangu
Punu
Lumbu
Bwisi
Varama
Vungu
Ngowe
Duma
Nzebi
Tsaangi
Wanzi
Mwele
Ivili
Mbaama
Nduumo
Lempini
Kanigi
Teke
Latsitsige
Civili

Table 2: Classification of Bantu languages spoken in Gabon, based on Guthrie’s classification (1948,
1967-1971) and Maho’s (2009) update of Guthrie’s classification (languages added by Maho are
written in bold and italic characters)
This geo-linguistic classification allows us to see the internal grouping of the languages spoken in
Gabon but does not show the relationships between these different groups.

3.2. Classifications based on quantitative methods: Bastin, Coupez and Mann (1999)
One of the most significant classifications for the Bantu languages of Gabon was the study
conducted by Bastin et al. (1999), which is based on the lexicostatistics method. Their work is based on
the study of 542 Bantu languages and on 92 words belonging to the basic vocabulary (based on the
Swadesh list).
Their results indicated a distinction between four main groups in the Bantu area (see figure 2):
Bantu Mbam/Bubi (A40/60+A31) in the North, Bantu A/B10/B30/B20, Bantu Central-West and Bantu
East-South.
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Figure 2: Major subdivisions of Bantu (Bastin et al., 1999)
This study highlighted the complexity of the North-Western area, and particularly the
A/B10/B30/B20 Bantu area, which includes Gabon.
The analysis of Bastin and Piron (1999) related to the languages spoken in Gabon raises several
problems. For example, the unity of the B20 group, composed of 15 languages (in Maho’s 2009 update
of Guthrie’s classification), is questioned. Indeed, the B20 group split into three clear sets: the first one
includes Ndasa (B201), Wumvu (B24), Kota (B25), Mahongwe (B252) and Samaye (B203) whereas
the second set contains Ngom (B22b), Mbangwe (B23) and Sake (B251). Concerning Seki (B21), this
language shows similarities with Kako (A93), spoken in Cameroon and Central Africa. Bastin et al.
also found strong similarities between the B10 and B30 groups which form a coherent block.
The results indicated that these two groups have shared a common ancestor. Concerning the B40 group,
Bastin et al. have shown a common ancestor between Civili (H12a) and all languages of the group B40.
And finally, according to Bastin et al., the B50 group would appear to be a bridge between the H10 and
B70 languages.
To conclude, Bastin et al.’s results illustrate the complexity of the relationship between the Bantu
languages spoken in this geographical area. The intricacy of languages belonging to zone B has been
noticed in Rexová et al. (2006). In their study they excluded zone B languages from their large scale
Bantu classification.

4. Classification of Bantu languages of Gabon (basic lexicon)
4.1. Alewijnse et al. (2007)
In 2007, Alewijnse, Nerbonne, Van der Veen and Manni (2007) proposed the first quantified
classification, based only on Bantu languages of Gabon. Their classification is established on basic
vocabulary using the ALGAB list (Atlas Linguistique du GABon), which includes 160 words
documented in 521 languages. Data were collected by the Africanist team of Laboratoire Dynamique du
Langage, Lyon (DDL).
1

Civili (H12a) and Baka (Ubangian) which are included in the ALGAB list are missing in their analysis.
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To establish their classification, they applied the Levenshtein Distance measuring the degree of
genetic relatedness between two languages. Three cases are possible when establishing the comparison
between pairs of words: change (a > f), deletion (b > 0), insertion (0 > d). For each comparison, a score
was attributed as a result of these differences.
The dendrogram presented below shows the clustering obtained by Alewijnse et al. (2007).
The numbers correspond to the results of bootstrapping, a technique used to estimate the robustness of
the clusters.

Figure 3: Dendrogram of the 52 Bantu languages of Gabon (Alewijnse et al., 2007)
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The results obtained by Alewijnse et al. showed 5 major groups. The first cluster is composed of
the different varieties of the A75 group. The B10 and the B30 groups, as expected, are clustered
together and reveal strong relationship between these two groups. The B20 group is divided into two
subgroups, the first one is composed of Ndasa (B201), Wumvu (B24), Shamaye (B203), Kota (B25),
Mahongwe (B252) and the second one is composed of Ndambomo (B204), Shake (B251), Bungom
(B22b), Mwesa (B22x) (i.e. B22e according to Maho’s 2009 classification), Mbangwe (B23), Kele
(B22a) and Tombidi (B20x) (i.e. B22d according to Maho’s 2009 classification). It should be noted that
Bastin et al. (1999) had found the same subdivision in the B20 group. The B50, B60 and B70 formed a
cluster which indicated that the languages belonging to these groups are close to each other. The last
group is composed of the B40 languages. As Civili (H12a) is missing from this analysis, we cannot
investigate the relationship between the B40 group and the H12a language. And finally, we can notice
that Benga (A34) and Seki (B21) are not related to any of the first 5 groups.
The classification established by Alewijnse et al. (2007) shows major points of agreement with the
results of Bastin et al. (1999): the link between the B10-B30, B40-H12a, the division of the B20 and the
isolation of Seki (B21). This classification allows us to refine Guthrie’s proposed groupings for these
languages.

4.2. New classification of Bantu languages of Gabon
In order to get a better understanding of the relationships between the different groups,
we established a classification of Bantu languages of Gabon, using phylogenetic methods on the same
ALGAB2 data (study of 160 words belonging to the core vocabulary, documented in 56 languages).
We used a network-building method, Neighbor-Net, a “distance-based method”, with
representations displaying relatedness between languages without forcing data into a tree-like
representation.
In order to establish our classification, we identified in our database the cognates for each lexical
item. Each cognate sets received a color-coding. Our coding, called “multistate” (versus “binary”), give
to each putative cognate set a different code. Moreover, all our decisions of cognacy were reinforced by
the study of sound correspondences for all the 56 Bantu languages.

2

Data were collected by Jean-Marie Hombert for Benga (A34), Galwa (B11c), Adjumba (B11d), Enenga (B11f),
Ndasa (B201), Sigu (B202), Shamayi from Lastoursville (B203), Ndambomo (B204), Mwesa (B22e), Tombidi
(B22d), Kele (B22a), Bungom (B22b), Mbangwe (B23), Wumvu (B24), Kota (B25), Shake (B251), Mahongwe
(B252), Gehimba (B302), Gepinzi (B304), Okande (B32), Wanzi (B501), Ivili (B503), Liduma from Lastoursville
(B51), Nzebi (B52), Tsengi (B53), Lempini (B601), Kaningi (B602), Mbaama (B62), Ndumu (B63), Atsitsege
(B701), Teke (Djoko, Ossele and Leconi) (B71a), by Gilbert Puech for Seki (B21), Bungom (B22b),
by Pither Medjo Mve for Fang from Bitam, Medouneu and Minvoul (A75), Koya (B22b), Mahongwe (B252),
by Lolke Van der Veen for Galwa (B11c), Geviya (B301), Gepinzi (B304), Gevove (B305), by Jean-Alain
Blanchon for Gisir (B41), Punu (B43), Lumbu (B44), Civili (H12a), by Patrick Mouguiama-Daouda for
Mpongwe (B11a), by Medard Mouele for Wanzi Eastern (B501), by Roger Mickala Manfoumbi for Seki (B21),
by Odette Ambouroue for Orungu (B11b), by Daniel Franck Idiata for Sangu from Mimongo and Mbigou
(B52), by Soraya Mokrani for Samayi from Itebe (B203), by Marion Cheucle for Bekwel A85b and by Pascale
Paulin for Baka (Ubangian).
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Languages /Lexical items
A75 Fang (Bitam)
A75 Fang (Minvoul)
A75 Fang (Medouneu)
B11a Mpongwe
B11b Orungu
B11c Galwa
B11d Dyumba
B11f Enenga
B31 Tsogo
B32 Kande
B302 Himba
B304 Pinzi
B305 Vove
B41 Shira
B42 Sangu (Mimongo)
B42 Sangu (Mbigou)
B43 Punu
B44 Lumbu

head
ǹ̩ ló
ǹ̩ ló
ǹ̩ nó
ewondʒo
èwòndʒó
ewondʒo
ewondzo
ewondʒo
motse
omotʃwe
omotswɛ
omotswe
mòtsó
múùrù
mûrù
muru
múrù
múrù

hair
èsìí
ēsīl
ēsīī
orwe
òrwé
orwe
orwe
orwe
osóɣé
notʃoɣe
nots oɣe
nóts óɣè
sòɣé
dùnáŋgə̀
dínàŋgə̀
dinaŋgə
dùnáŋgə̀
mùléŋgì

tooth
ās ōŋ
ās ōŋ
ās ōŋ
ino
ìnó
ino
inɔ
inu
ínɔ̀
n̩ no
ino
ínɔ̀
ínò
dínù
dînù
dinu
dììnù
dínù

arm
ènàm
ènàm
ènàm
oɣɔ
òɣɔ́
oɣɔ
oɣɔ
oɣɔ
oɣɔ́ ɣɔ̀
ŋ̩ gɔɣɔ
oɣɔɣɔ
òɣɔ̂ ɣɔ̀
òɣɔ́ ɣɔ̀
dìkákə̀
ɣóòɣù
?
díkàkə̀
díkândə̀

buttock
ākān
ākān
ākān
ira
ìrá
ira
ira
ira
kóndó
ekondo
nokondo
èkôndò
muɲàkà
maraangi
dítǎɣù
ditaɣu
maraaŋgi
maraaŋgi

belly
àbùm
àbùm
àbùm
iwuw̃ u
ìwùmù
iwumu
iwumu
iwumu
ebùyì
m
̩ buni
ibuyi
buyi
ebùmù
dìfùmù
dífúmù
difumu
mòóyì
yìfùmù

navel
bone
dɔ́ p
ēvēs
dɔ́ p
ēvē
?
ēvēs
orɔrɔ
epa
òrɔ́ rɔ́
èpá
orɔrɔ
epa
irɔrɔ
epa
orɔrɔ
epa
motɔŋgu ɣepá
motɔŋgu ɣeɣepa
motɔŋgu ɣeɣepa
mótɔ̂ ŋgù ɣéɣèpà
mutɔ̀ ŋgɔ́ ɣyèpá
dìɣúmbə̀ ɣìvîs ì
díɣùmbə̀ íβîsì
diɣumbə ivisi
díɣùmbə̀ yìvíìs ì
᷅
mùɣúmbə̀ muvéèsì

Table 3: Sample of the database (basic vocabulary) with 8 lexical items documented in 18 languages:
the different colour shades correspond to the different cognate sets
After having formatted the data into a Nexus format (the one used in phylogenetic programs) for all
the Bantu languages of Gabon, they were analysed with SplitsTree4 (Huson and Bryant, 2006),
software which integrates various methods and algorithms in order to create phylogenetic trees.
The results are presented in figure 4.
According to Fitch (1997) “Phylogenetic networks generalize phylogenetic trees because they
permit the representation of conflicting signal or alternative phylogenetic histories”. Indeed, the use of
phylogenetic networks (versus simple branching trees) allows to visualize alternative phylogenetic
relationships within a data set. Multiple relationships between taxa are simultaneously represented.
If we look at figure 4, the multiple interconnections between the languages allow us to visualize the
complex relationships among the languages and the webbing situated in the middle part of the network
is also informative because it indicates “conflicts” within the data, caused by possible borrowings
between languages.
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B20 b
B60 + B70

B20 a

A75
B50

B40 + H12a
B10 + B30
Figure 4: Network analysis of 56 Bantu languages and one non- Bantu language (Ubangian),
calculated using the Neighbor-Net algorithm (Bryant and Moulton, 2004)
Our study shows results similar to those of Bastin and Piron (1999) and Alewijnse et al. (2007).
The analysis of the network shows five major groups. The first one is composed of A75 languages.
Situated close to this subgroup, moreover, we can also distinguish Bekwel (A85b), Benga (A34) and
Seki (B21). According to Bastin and Piron (1999), Seki (B21) had a particular status and it was close to
Kako (A93). In this network, Seki (B21) is also close to zone A. Moreover, in Alewijnse et al.’s (2007)
classification, Seki (B21) and Benga (A34) were not linked to any of the 5 subgroups established.
Our classification confirms the particular status of these languages.
The B20 group splits here into two subgroups: the first one (called “B20 a”) is composed of
Ndambomo (B204), Shake (B251), Mwesa (B22e), Mbangwe (B23), Koya (B22b), Kele (B22e) and
Tombidi (B22d) and the second one (called “B20 b”) is composed of Sigu (B202), Wumvu (B24),
Ndasa (B201), Shamaye (B203), Mahongwe (B252). These two subgroups correspond to those
established by Bastin et al. (1999) and Alewijnse et al. (2007).
Moreover, we can also notice that B10 and B30 are linked together. We can assume, based on this
classification, that B10 and B30 had shared a common ancestor (as Bastin et al. (1999) and Alewijnse
et al. (2007)).
As expected, Civili (H12a) is linked to B40 languages. Bastin and Piron (1999) noticed the
particular status of H12a. This proximity can be explained by the fact that B40 and H12a languages are
in geographical contact.
Finally, we can clearly distinguish a group composed of B60 and B70 groups. Languages
belonging to these subgroups spoken in the South-Eastern of Gabon clearly show a common linguistic
history.
With the same data, we can also obtain a classical tree-like representation (by using the NeighbourJoining algorithm3 (Saitou and Nei, 1987)) which will allow us to see the hierarchy between the
different subgroups. This phylogenetic tree, or phylogram, summarises the historical relationships
between languages. The length of branch is drawn proportionally to the amount of evolutionary change
inferred between successive nodes on the tree.
3

Neighbor-Net is based on the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm of Saitou and Nei (1987)
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B21 + A
+ B20 a

B20 b

B10 + B30

B40 + H12a

B50 +
B60 + B70

Figure 5: Phylogenetic tree of 56 Bantu languages and one non-Bantu language (Ubangian), calculated
using the Neighbour-Joining algorithm (Saitou and Nei, 1987).
In summary, our results agree with Bastin and Piron (1999) and Alewijnse et al. (2007) and they
provide more detailed information on languages relatedness and the internal hierarchy among these
languages.
The analysis of figure 5 displays three higher-level Bantu clusters: (i) A languages (A30-A70-A80)
and B20 languages, this first branching corresponds to languages spoken in the Northern area, (ii) B10B30 languages, this second branching corresponds to languages spoken in the Central-Western area,
(iii) B40-H12a languages linked to the B50-B60-B70 groups, this last branching corresponds to
languages spoken in the Southern area.
Moreover, this classification highlights the particular status of B20 languages: (i) Seki (B21)
should be re-classified (A90?), (ii) the first B20 group (“B20 a”) which seems closer to A languages
forms a distinct subgroup from the “B20 b”.
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5. Specialized lexicons and classification of Bantu languages spoken in Gabon
In order to better understand the history of the North-Western Bantu group and particularly the
languages spoken in Gabon, we decided to investigate specialized vocabulary and more particularly
plant terminology. Despite the many problems raised by specialized lexicon, we propose a
classification based on these data which are supposed to be more prone to borrowing.
Plant names for this study were obtained from Raponda-Walker and Sillans (1961) “Les plantes
utiles du Gabon”. We first extracted a database of 860 names of plants documented in 33 Gabonese
languages. Then we reduced the list of 860 plant names to 88 names in order to keep only the names
that have been well documented (in over 26 Bantu languages4). Finally, we examined each name and
established cognate groupings.
From these data and with the phylogenetic method used in the first part of this paper, we
established a new classification from this database. The network obtained showed an important amount
of webbing.

B40 + H12a

B10

B50 + B60
B30

A + B20

Figure 6: Network analysis of 26 Bantu languages and one non- Bantu language (Ubangian),
calculated using the Neighbor-Net algorithm (Bryant and Moulton, 2004).
This new classification, based on plant terminology, shows the following groupings: a B10 group
and a B30 group which confirm the internal cohesion of these groups, a B40+H12a group and a
B50+B60 group.

4

We added one Ubangian language spoken in Gabon, Baka (data come from Brisson, Robert. 1984. Lexique
francais-baka, Douala: Collège Libermann) in order to root the tree in figure 7. A rooted tree permits to visualize
an evolutionary path. The way to root a tree is to add an outgroup (known to be only distantly to the rest of the
languages in the set): a language that is close enough to the rest of the languages, but far enough to be a clear
outgroup. This outgroup becomes the common ancestor of all the other external nodes.
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Nevertheless, we can notice some interesting phenomena in comparison with the classification
based on basic vocabulary. First of all, we can observe a subgroup composed of Fang (A75), Benga
(A34), Seki (B21) and Kele (B22a). This subgroup confirms the particular status of few languages
belonging to the B20. Unfortunately, Raponda-Walker did not collect data from a large number of B20
languages. Consequently, we have very little material to compare with the basic vocabulary data.
The classification based on specialized lexicon shows that Seki (B21) is very close to the A group.
This conclusion has also been established with the classification based on core vocabulary. Moreover,
Kota (B25) is isolated in this classification.
B10 and B30 which were linked in the classification based on core vocabulary are not directly
connected here. The B10 languages seem closer to the A-B20 group whereas the B30 group is closer to
the B40-B50-B60 group.
We can notice the special link between Ngubi (B404) and the B10 group. The phenomena might be
caused by the geographical situation: Ngubi (B404) and B10 languages are spoken in the same area.
We might suppose that this language has borrowed plant names from B10 group.
As in the classification based on core vocabulary, Civili (H12a) is related to the B40 group.
And finally, a last subgroup is composed of B50 and B60 languages.
The tree-like representation (figure 7) allows us to distinguish four main branches: the first one
composed of A-B20 languages, the second one composed of B10 languages linked to the Ngubi
(B404), the third one composed B30 languages, and the last one included B40-H12 and B50-B60
languages.

A + B20

B10 + B404

B30

B50 + B60

B40 + H12a

Figure 7: Phylogenetic tree of 26 Bantu languages and one non- Bantu language (Ubangian),
calculated using the Neighbour-Joining algorithm (Saitou and Nei, 1987).
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6. Discussion
The analysis of the two networks (based on basic vocabulary and on specialized lexicon) provides
interesting evidences which permit a better understanding and analysis of the putative historical
scenarios of Bantu languages spreading across Gabon (illustrated in figure 8).
According to Mouguiama-Daouda (2005) and Van der Veen, Quintana-Murci, Berniell-Lee and
Comas (2009), the settlement of Gabon might have proceeded in the following waves of dispersal (most
probable chronological order):
Settlement of Gabon
(see figure 8)
The unit B10-B30, which is the
only one composed of languages
spoken exclusively in Gabon,
emerged in Gabon.
Split of the B10-B30 group into
two subgroups: B30 settled in the
center of the country and then
B10 settled in the Western area.
Arrival from the South (CongoBrazzaville) of the B40-H10
group and settlement in the
South-Western area.

Analysis of basic
vocabulary classification
B10 and B30 are linked in
this classification.
B10-B30 group represents
the first branching of B
languages.

Analysis of plant names
classification
The fact that B10 and B30 are not
linked in this classification might
be related to the early settlement
of these two groups in Gabon.

The link between B40 group
and Civili (H12a) is related
to the settlement of the B40H10 group in the SouthWestern area.

Arrival from the South (CongoBrazzaville) of the B50-B60-B70
group and settlement in the
South-Eastern area.

The block composed of
B50, B60 and B70 groups
illustrated the relatedness
between these subgroups.
Relation with the settlement
of the B50-B60-B70 group
in the South-Eastern area.
The first branching of the
tree composed of A
languages (A30-A70-A80)
and B20 languages is related
to the late arrival from the
North of the Fang (A75).
2 hypothesis:
(i) This branching may be
the results of prolonged
contacts between these two
groups during the settlement
of the A70 group
(ii) Late arrival of the B20
group, especially of the
“B20 a”, which is linked to
A languages in the tree

Subgroup composed of the B40
languages and Civili (H12a)
which confirms contacts between
B40 and H10 groups.
The tree based on specialized
lexicon also reveals contacts
between B40 (especially Ngubi
B404) and B10 (which confirms
the early settlement of the B10
group)
The branching composed of B50
and B60 groups in the tree based
on specialized lexicon confirms
the contacts between these
subgroups.

Arrival
from
the
North
(Cameroon) of Fang (A75) and
settlement in Northern area.

The branching composed of Fang
(A75), Benga (A34), Seki (B21)
and Kele (B22a) seems to confirm
the second hypothesis.
However, we have to be careful
because the classification based
on plant names contained very
few B20 languages.

Table 4: Settlement of Gabon according to Mouguiama-Daouda (2005) and Van der Veen et al. (2009)
and analysis of our proposed classifications (basic lexicon and specialized lexicon)
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Figure 8: Historical scenarios of Bantu languages spreading across Gabon, adapted from MouguiamaDaouda (2005), Van der Veen et al. (2009)
The analysis and comparison of the two classifications established (based on basic vocabulary and
on plant names) give us indications for the Bantu settlement in Gabon. Two distinct blocks emerged in
both classifications: the Northern area composed of A and B20 languages and the Central-Southern
area, composed of B10-B30 and B40-H10-B50-B60-B70 groups. The classification based on plant
names emphasizes contacts between languages and consequently provides new elements for the
analysis of the Bantu migration in Gabon and its gradual spreading.
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